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Abstract

Video-based Compound Expression Recognition (CER)
aims to identify compound expressions in everyday interac-
tions per frame. Unlike rapid progress in Facial Expres-
sion Recognition (FER) for the basic emotions (e.g., sur-
prised, sad, and fearful), CER with the compound emotions
(e.g., fearfully surprised, and sadly fearful) remains under-
explored, with an evident gap in the availability of sub-
stantial datasets. In this paper, we design a framework to
demonstrate the feasibility of predicting compound expres-
sions in-the-wild without relying on domain-specific super-
vision. To be specific, we first train a model on a large-
scale facial dataset using the Masked Autoencoder (MAE)
approach to learn comprehensive facial features. Then, to
tailor it for facial expression analysis, we fine-tune the ViT
encoder on an Action Unit (AU) detection task. To address
the issue of insufficient data, we transform the task of rec-
ognizing compound emotions into a multi-label recognition
task for basic emotions. We train a network by finetun-
ing the pretrained ViT encoder to predict the probability of
each basic emotion, and then combine these probabilities
to arrive at the final prediction for the compound emotions.
Experiments conducted on the C-EXPR-DB dataset demon-
strate the effectiveness of our framework in the frame-by-
frame prediction of compound expressions in-the-wild. Our
framework is recognized as the leading solution in the Com-
pound Expression (CE) Recognition Challenge in the 6th
Workshop and Competition on Affective Behavior Analysis
in-the-wild (ABAW). More information for the Competition
can be found in: 6th ABAW.

1. Introduction
In the realm of computer vision, the understanding of hu-

man emotions through facial expressions remains a pivotal

*Corresponding author

yet challenging task. Recent progress has greatly advanced

the field of Facial Expression Recognition (FER), making

it possible to accurately identify basic emotions. These

improvements have mainly focused on recognizing the ba-

sic emotions, such as surprise, sadness, and fear. Despite

these strides, the complexity of human emotional expres-

sion, which often encompasses blended or compound states,

presents a nuanced challenge that extends beyond the scope

of basic emotion recognition.

Despite the critical importance of compound expressions

in providing a more comprehensive understanding of hu-

man emotions, the field of Compound Expression Recogni-

tion (CER) remains notably underdeveloped. This is partly

attributable to the limited availability of extensive datasets

specifically tailored to compound expressions. Therefore,

the adoption of transfer learning techniques, capable of pre-

dicting compound expressions without specialized datasets,

becomes imperative. To facilitate the development of un-

derstanding compound emotions, the 6th Workshop and

Competition on Affective Behavior Analysis in-the-wild

(ABAW) hold the Compound Expression (CE) Recogntion

based on the C-EXPR-DB [13, 16–24, 64] database.

In this work, we introduce a comprehensive framework

specifically designed to address the challenge of predict-

ing compound facial expressions directly from unstructured

environments, thereby eliminating the reliance on domain-

specific annotated data. Our approach centers on the de-

velopment of a robust feature extractor tailored for expres-

sion analysis, utilizing a novel Facial Expression Masked

AutoEncoder (FE-MAE). This AutoEncoder is pretrained

on an extensive and diverse dataset comprising both images

and videos, which encapsulates a wide spectrum of facial

expressions. Subsequently, we retain the ViT encoder and

fintune it on the Action Unit (AU) detection task [67] to ex-

tract features that are more effective for analyzing effective

behaviors. This pretraining phase is crucial, as it equips

the ViT encoder with a broad understanding of facial dy-
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namics and expressions, laying a solid foundation for the

subsequent phases of our methodology.

The core of our method involves bridging the gap be-

tween the recognition of basic and more complex com-

pound emotions. To achieve this, we fine-tune the pre-

trained ViT encoder using a carefully curated, albeit lim-

ited, basic emotion dataset specifically tailored for com-

pound expressions. After that, we are able to obtain the

final prediction for compound emotions by combining the

probability values of basic emotions. To be specific, we

first train on the multi-label classification task for six basic

emotions through fine-tuning the ViT encoder. These six

emotions are: Surprised, Fear, Disgust, Happiness, Sadness,

and Anger. Then, by combining the output probabilities

of two of these emotions, we obtain the probability value

for the corresponding compound emotion, e.g. Fearfully

Surprised, Happily Surprised, Sadly Surprised, Disgustedly

Surprised, Angrily Surprised, Sadly Fearful and Sadly An-

gry. The one with the highest probability is considered as

the final prediction result.

These representations, enriched by the preceding phases

of pretraining and fine-tuning, contain deep insights into the

subtleties of facial expressions, enabling our framework to

achieve high accuracy in identifying compound emotions

even in the most challenging and uncontrolled environments

[28, 29, 38].

The efficacy of our proposed framework is validated

through comprehensive experiments conducted on the C-

EXPR-DB dataset [14]. We secured the winning position in

the Compound Expression (CE) Recognition Challenge at

the 6th Workshop and Competition on Affective Behavior

Analysis in the Wild (ABAW).

2. Related Work
Facial Expression Recognition (FER) is a cornerstone in the

realm of human affective analysis, enabling machines to in-

terpret human emotions through facial cues. This section

delves into the evolution and current state of FER, with

a particular focus on the progress of expression recogni-

tion from the basic 7 universal expression classes (e.g., an-

gry, happy, and natural) to 12 compound facial expression

classes (e.g., angrily disgusted, angrily surprised, and hap-

pily disgusted).

2.1. Basic Facial Expression Recognition

Ekman et al. [6] identify six basic emotions: happy, sad, an-

gry, fear, disgust, surprise, and natural, in 1971 as the start

of FER [30, 31, 39, 58–63, 66, 68, 70]. In the domain of

traditional facial expression recognition, the methodology

predominantly revolves around a tripartite framework: face

detection [25, 41, 50, 54], feature extraction [48, 51], and

classification [1, 55, 65]. Face detection technologies have

reached a level of maturity and now constitute a distinct

avenue of research, frequently applied in practical scenar-

ios. Consequently, the crux of enhancing facial expression

recognition methods lies in the subsequent stages of feature

extraction and classification. Traditional facial feature ex-

traction algorithms bifurcate into two primary categories:

geometric feature-based techniques, such as Active Shape

Models (ASM) and Active Appearance Models (AAM), and

texture feature-based methods, including Local Binary Pat-

terns (LBP), Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG), and

Gabor wavelet transform. Challenges such as occlusion and

variable lighting conditions necessitate more refined feature

extraction methods for in-field expression detection.

To bolster facial expression recognition technology, ini-

tiatives like FER2013 [9] and EmotiW [3] have orches-

trated emotion recognition competitions, amassing exten-

sive training datasets from real-world scenarios. This

has paved the way for integrating deep learning mod-

els that synergize feature extraction and classification pro-

cesses, markedly enhancing recognition accuracy. Notably,

the application of Deep Convolutional Neural Networks

(CNN) [4, 8, 12, 26, 46, 47] by researchers like Tang [49]

and Kahou et al. [11]. has yielded significant advance-

ments, clinching victories in FER2013 and EmotiW com-

petitions, respectively. This marked a paradigm shift, es-

tablishing deep learning as the forefront technology in ex-

pression recognition. Yang et al. [53] propose a weighted

hybrid deep neural network, amalgamating a shallow CNN

with a VGG16 network pre-trained on ImageNet [42] for

facial feature extraction from LBP and grayscale images,

and employing weighted fusion for feature enhancement, to

epitomize the evolution of this field. Though this approach

improved local expression feature extraction, the incremen-

tal accuracy gains underscore the ongoing quest for opti-

mizing traditional facial expression recognition methodolo-

gies.

2.2. Compound Facial Expression Recognition

The domain of facial expression recognition focuses on

identifying basic, universally recognized expressions, pri-

marily guided by Ekman’s seminal work which highlighted

six fundamental emotions [6]. However, recent advance-

ments underscore the limitations of this basic emotion

model in encapsulating the nuanced and complex nature of

human emotional displays. In this context, compound facial

expressions, which represent combinations of basic expres-

sions, offer a more granular and accurate portrayal of affec-

tive states as encountered in daily human interactions [36].

Compound expressions, constructed from the interplay

of two basic emotion categories, embody a richer spec-

trum of emotional states, extending the descriptive power

beyond the basic emotion paradigm. Notable examples in-

clude “happily surprised” and “angrily surprised,” which in-

dividuals can readily identify and distinguish, highlighting
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Figure 1. The overview of our proposed framework. Our pipeline includes four steps. Step 1&2: We frist perform MAE pretraining for

the facial reconstruction task, and then finetune the ViT encoder on the AU detection task. Step 3: We transform the compound emotion

recognition task into a multi-label basic emotion recognition task and further finetune the ViT encoder on this task. Step 4: Finally,

when performing inference on compound expression data, we obtain the probability value for the corresponding compound emotion by

combining the output probabilities of two basic emotions.

the inherent complexity and diversity in human emotional

expression [5]. The leap from basic to compound expres-

sion recognition introduces new challenges, chiefly due to

the scarcity of comprehensive and well-annotated datasets.

Prior efforts rely predominantly on controlled laboratory-

generated datasets, which, despite their utility, fall short of

capturing the spontaneous and varied nature of real-world

expressions. This gap is partially bridged by in-the-wild

datasets such as EmotioNet and RAF-DB, which, despite

their advancements, still face limitations in terms of size,

balance, and modality representation [7, 27].

To address these challenges, Kollias et al. [14] intro-

duce the C-EXPR-DB dataset, a substantial in-the-wild au-

diovisual database meticulously annotated for a wide array

of compound expressions. C-EXPR-DB dataset not only

expands the available resources for compound expression

recognition but also integrates multimodal information, in-

cluding valence-arousal ratings, action units, and speech

cues, thereby enriching the analytical framework for un-

derstanding facial expressions in a comprehensive and nu-

anced manner. Moreover, the advent of multi-task learning

frameworks further propel the field, enabling simultaneous

learning across related tasks, such as action unit detection

and basic expression recognition. These approaches lever-

age shared representations and inter-task correlations to en-

hance overall performance, as evidenced by the introduction

of C-EXPR-NET by Kollias et al. [14], which adeptly com-

bines compound expression recognition with auxiliary tasks

to achieve state-of-the-art results. Different from this work,

we sequentially conduct pretraining of the ViT encoder first

on facial self-reconstruction tasks and then on AU detection

tasks to extract more effective facial expression features.

3. Method
3.1. Problem Definition

Given an input video Vi = {f1, f2, ..., fN} that consists of

N frames, the Compound Expression (CE) recognition task

aims to predict one of the pre-defined CE labels for each

frame. These pre-defined CE labels consist of Fearfully

Surprised, Happily Surprised, Sadly Surprised, Disgustedly

Surprised, Angrily Surprised, Sadly Fearful, and Sadly An-

gry. We first convert this single-class compound emotion

classification task to a multi-label basic emotion classifica-

tion task. Specifically, the label of Fearfully Surprised can

be taken as a multi-label of Fear and Surprise. Therefore,

the new multi-labels consist of six basic emotions: fear, sur-

prise, happiness, sadness, anger and disgust. One raw CE

label can be taken as containing two of these multi-labels.

3.2. MAE pre-training

The pipeline structure of CE recognition is based on

Masked Autoencoder [10, 35, 69, 70]. To focus on cap-

turing the facial-related vision features, we employ the

Masked Autoencoding (MAE) method to train the model

on an image reconstruction task in an unlabeled large-

scale face dataset, which includes AffectNet [37], CASIA-

WebFace [56], CelebA [32] and IMDB-WIKI [40]. Specif-

ically, we train a model that includes a ViT encoder and de-

coder on the task of image self-reconstruction. The input to

this model is an image with 75% of its patches masked, and

the output is the original, unmasked image. MAE learns ef-
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ficient and robust representations of the data by reconstruct-

ing the original input from partially masked inputs. This en-

courages the model to understand the underlying structure

and features of the data.

3.3. Finetune on AU detection

Then we retain the ViT encoder and finetune it to complete

the downstream task of Facial Action Unit (FAU) detection

on the Aff-wild2 dataset [13–15, 17, 23, 70]. Facial Action

Units serve as the building blocks of facial expressions, pro-

viding a detailed and objective way to describe and analyze

the complex dynamics of human faces. These movements

can reflect subtle changes in facial expression, and the pres-

ence or absence of specific AUs can indicate a wide range

of emotions or expressions.

3.4. Train on basic emotions

Then, to make fuller use of the available data, we train a

multi-label classification network based on six basic emo-

tions. To be specific, we first use RetinaFace to detect faces

and crop the corresponding images. Then, we input these

face images to train the pretrained MAE encoder in a multi-

label classification task. We optimize the network using

cross-entropy, which is defined as follows:

L = −1

6

6∑
j=1

Wj [yj log ŷj + (1− yj) log (1− ŷj)] , (1)

where ŷ represents the predicted results for the basic emo-

tions, and y denotes the ground truth values for the basic

emotion category.

3.5. Test on compound emotions

The goal of Compound Expression Recognition Challenge

is to predict the categories of compound emotions, each of

which is a combination of two basic emotions. Therefore,

based on the probability values of the basic emotions pre-

dicted by the network, we combine them to obtain the corre-

sponding results for compound emotions. In final, the com-

pound emotion with the highest combined probability value

is taken as the final prediction result.

4. Experiment
4.1. Dataset

4.1.1 C-EXPR-DB

For the Compound Expression Recognition challenge, we

need to make the predictions on a part of C-EXPR-DB [14]

database. C-EXPR-DB is the largest, diverse, in-the-wild

audiovisual database with the annotations for continuous di-

mensions of valence-arousal, speech detection, facial land-

marks and bounding boxes, action units, facial attributes

and 12 compound expressions. The C-EXPR-DB dataset

comprises 400 videos, with a total duration exceeding 13

hours and an approximate total frame count of 200,000

frames. For this challenge, we only use 56 of the videos

as the test set, and we consider only 7 compound expres-

sions, which are Fearfully Surprised, Happily Surprised,

Sadly Surprised, Disgustedly Surprised, Angrily Surprised,

Sadly Fearful and Sadly Angry.

4.1.2 RAF-DB

RAF-DB [27, 45] is a large-scale facial expression database

in the wild. It contains 29,672 real-world images labeled

with different expressions, age range, gender and pos-

ture features. It defines two challenging benchmark ex-

periments: 7-class basic expression classification named

RAF-DB-B and 11-class compound expression classifica-

tion name RAF-DB-C. The categories in RAF-DB-C are

composed of combinations of two among the six basic emo-

tions included in RAF-DB.

4.1.3 Aff-wild2

Aff-wild2 [15] contains around 600 videos annotated with

AU, base expression category, and VA. For the training of

CE track, we mainly utilize the data with the base expres-

sion category (anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, sur-

prise). Aff-wild2 includes 548 videos with this kind of an-

notation. And 318 of them have accessible labels for the

EXPR track of the 6th ABAW. We use this part of the data

and add them to the multi-label task training for the CE

track.

4.1.4 Fuxi-EXPR

In addition to publicly available datasets, we also utilize a

private dataset Fuxi-EXPR that contains 71,618 facial im-

ages collected from the common video websites. We uti-

lize Fuxi Youling Crowdsourcing platform for data manage-

ment and annotation. The labeling categories include six

basic emotions (Surprised, Fear, Disgust, Happiness, Sad-

ness, Anger) and an additional category for Others. During

training, we retain only the data for the six basic emotions,

totaling 25,457 images.

4.2. Experimental Setting

We extract frames from the videos in C-EXPR-DB using

OpenCV, and then employ RetinaFace [2] for face detec-

tion and cropping the faces. All face images are resized to

224 × 224 before being fed into the network. Our experi-

mental code is implemented using the PyTorch framework,

and training is conducted on NVIDIA A30 GPUs. The op-

timizer used during training is AdamW [34], with an initial

learning rate of 0.0001. We set the size of mini-batch to
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Val. Set Suprised Fear Disgust Happiness Sadness Anger Average

fold-1 0.6791 0.6923 0.7587 0.7675 0.5644 0.6991 0.7102

fold-2 0.5899 0.6262 0.7239 0.8641 0.5981 0.6693 0.6786

fold-3 0.5742 0.6262 0.7215 0.8613 0.5870 0.6693 0.6733

fold-4 0.6689 0.6834 0.7547 0.8673 0.6501 0.6867 0.7185

fold-5 0.5833 0.6307 0.7309 0.8669 0.5801 0.6804 0.6787

Table 1. The F1 scores for the classification of 6 basic emotions from models trained on different folds.

Method
MAE

Pretraining
Distillation EMA Mixup F1 score

Ours × × × × 0.6010

Ours � × × × 0.6484

Ours � � × × 0.6579

Ours � � � × 0.6614

Ours � � � � 0.6745

Table 2. Comparisons of our methods with different settings on 6

basic emotions classification.

Rank Teams F1 score

#1 Netease Fuxi AI Lab 0.5526
#2 HSEmotion [44] 0.2708

#3 USTC-IAT-United [57] 0.2240

#4 SUN CE [43] 0.2201

#5 USTC-AC [52] 0.1845

Table 3. Final competition results of the Compound Expression

Recognition Challenge. The F1 scores are evaluated on the test set

of C-EXPR-DB.

64. During the training process, we adjust the learning rate

using the Cosine Annealing [33] policy with the minimum

learning rate of 1e-8 and the number of restart epochs of 5.

Additionally, the duration of training for each model is reg-

ulated by an early-stopping mechanism, which is set to trig-

ger after a patience period of 10 epochs. During training, we

implement the Exponential Moving Average (EMA) strat-

egy, utilizing a decay rate of 0.999, to bolster the stability

of the training process. Furthermore, we employ a variety

of image augmentation techniques to improve the model’s

generalization capabilities, including RandomResizedCrop,

RandomHorizontalFlip, RandomRotation, and ColorJitter.

4.3. Metrics

For the Compound Expression Recognition Challenge, the

performance measure P is the average F1 Score across all 7

categories, calculated as:

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

F1 =
2× Precision×Recall

Precision+Recall
;

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
;

Recall =
TP

TP + FN
,

(2)

PCE =

∑7
c=1 F1c
7

(3)

Here, c represents the category ID, TP represents True Pos-

itives, FP represents False Positives, and FN represents

False Negatives.

4.4. Results

Validation results. As previously mentioned, to utilize

more data, we converted the single-label classification prob-

lem of multiple emotions into a multi-label classification

problem for individual emotions. Training was conducted

on a dataset composed of a mixture of RAF-DB-B, Aff-

wild2, and FUXI-EXPR. To further enhance the generaliza-

tion ability and test the models’ performance, we use 5-fold

cross-validation to train multiple models and then ensemble

them.

To further enhance the generalization ability and test

the performance of models, we employ a 5-fold cross-

validation strategy for training multiple models followed by

their ensemble. Specifically, we divide each of the three

datasets into five folds and then randomly select one fold

from each to form the validation set, with the remaining

parts combined to serve as the training set. The results can

be found in Table 1. In our experiments, we find that the F1

score for Happiness is the highest. This is because happi-

ness is the only positive emotion among the target emotions,

and there is also more data available for it.

Ablation study. As can be seen in Table 2, we also con-

duct extensive experiments with different settings to further

investigate the effectiveness of different components. It is

evident that pretraining with large-scale self-reconstruction

based on face images is very important. Without this step,

the F1 score could only reach 0.6010 in a 6-classification
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task. However, adding it can significantly improve the per-

formance of emotion classification, achieving an F1 score

of 0.6484. Additionally, we explored various techniques

during training. Model distillation and mixup are also ef-

fective means to enhance performance. During training, we

also employ the Exponential Moving Average (EMA) strat-

egy with a decay rate of 0.999 to enhance the stability of the

training process. In final, on the task of classifying the six

basic emotions, the F1 score reached 0.6745.

Competition results. In the Compound Expression

(CE) Recognition Challenge of ABAW6, we need to recog-

nize the 7 compound expressions for each frame in a part of

C-EXPR-DB database, which contains 56 videos and 26145

frames. As can be seen in Table 3, our method achieves a

average F1 score of 0.5526 and wins the first place in the

CE Recognition challenge. Our score is significantly higher

than those of the second place. We attribute this achieve-

ment to the transformation of the task from compound emo-

tion classification into multi-label basic emotion classifi-

cation, allowing us to utilize a large amount of available

data for training. Additionally, we annotate a batch of high-

quality data based on the Fuxi Youling crowdsourcing plat-

form, which helps us train more generalizable models. Fur-

thermore, our ViT encoder, pretrained through a large-scale

self-supervised face reconstruction task, also demonstrates

better generalizability. It can extract more effective facial

features, thereby enhancing the performance of downstream

emotion recognition tasks.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we have extended the inquiry into the applica-

bility of task-agnostic, large-scale pre-training methodolo-

gies to the distinct domain of Compound Expression Recog-

nition (CER). By implementing a framework that leverages

a Facial Expression Masked AutoEncoder (FE-MAE) pre-

trained on extensive datasets of facial expressions and sub-

sequently fine-tuned for compound emotion detection, we

have evidenced the potential for cross-domain adaptation

of these advanced pre-training techniques. We have fine-

tuned the pre-trained model with limited domain-specific

data, demonstrating promising results in transfer capabil-

ities for the nuanced task of CER. The performance met-

rics, obtained through rigorous testing on the C-EXPR-DB

dataset and recognized at the 6th ABAW, underscore the ef-

ficacy of our approach, while simultaneously highlighting

avenues for future enhancements.
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